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SUMMAR
RY
Thiss paper intrroduces the “Air Trafffic Meteorollogical categgory forecasst（ATMet category
foreecast）” issuued by Air Trraffic Meteorology Centeer (ATMetC) for the Air Traffic Man
nagement
Cennter (ATMC)) of the Japann Civil Aviattion Bureau (JCAB).
(

1.

INTRODUC
CTION

1.1
The Air Trafficc Meteorologgy Center (A
ATMetC) isssues Air Trraffic Meteo
orological
categoryy forecast（A
ATMet cateegory forecasst）to the Air
A Traffic Management
M
t Center (AT
TMC) of
JCAB.
1.2
ATM
Met categoryy forecast is a product for the purrpose of suppporting Air Traffic
Management. ATMC
C gets inform
med of the weather
w
condiitions of airports and airspace, mainly
y through
ATMet category forrecast, and juudges whethher air trafficc capacity shhould be chaanged ( or not
n ), and
controls the air traffiic flow, if neecessary.
2.
2.1

SPECIFICA
ATION
The specificationn of ATMet category forrecast is as foollows.
Valiid: 6 hour laater (hourly))
Targget areas: AT
TC sectors inn the domesttic airspace and
a 7 major aairports
Upddate: By 15m
min every hoour (except 14~16UTC
C）
Conntents: Probaability whichh weather co
onditions im
mpact on airr traffic
mannagement.

The Probability is shhown in fourr ranks (no color,
c
blue, yellow,
y
red) with
w the abbreviation forr weather
element.
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The classification is defined by various criteria of weather conditions.
• ATC Sector – CB, Turbulence
• Major Airports – Wind, Visibility, Snow fall rate ,,,etc
Inform: ATMC, some ATC centers, Airlines and aviation weather offices
Form: Form that can be easily understood by a person who doesn't know the weather
in detail (refer to Figure1)
・Table format ･･･Notice in the ATMC operations room
・Tabular format ･･･Notice to the organization out of the ATMC
・Map-type format･･･Notice to the organization out of the ATMC

Figure 1. Air Traffic Meteorological category forecast (0800z 26 November 2010): tabular format
(left), map-type format (right)
3.

ATMet category forecast criteria

3.1
ATMet category forecast criteria (the weather conditions are converted into color
code, refer to Table1) are decided by referring to investigations on the past significant weather cases,
service rules of airlines and flight operations manuals, adjusting the opinion with ATM officers. The
investigations on past significant weather cases are done by collating weather conditions with actual
results of air traffic flow control.
3.2
In case main airways or rules of airports are revised by making an amendment to the
AIP, the criteria are every time re-defined by adjusting the opinion with ATM officers.
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3.3
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Detailed example of ATMet category forecast criteria:

（1）Airport
a: red color
element
Wind

Thunder
Storm(TS)

weather conditions
wind speed ≥ 40kt
crosswind component to runway ≥
30kt
crosswind component to runway ≥
25kt and moderate or heavy
precipitation
TS OHD at the airport.

b: yellow color
element
weather conditions
Wind
wind speed ≥ 34kt with gust ≥ 50kt
crosswind component to runway ≥
25kt

TS

crosswind component to runway ≥
20kt and moderate or heavy
precipitation
TS

impact for ATFM
The impact for takeoff and landing is
large
Takeoff and landing are restricted by
aircraft service regulations
When runway condition is wet, takeoff
and landing are restricted by aircraft
service regulations
The possibility of go-around or holding
rises extremely.

impact for ATFM
The possibility of go-around rises.
When runway condition is dry, the
possibility of go-around and abort a
takeoff rises.
When runway condition is wet, the
possibility of go-around and abort a
takeoff rises.
The possibility of go-around or holding
rises.

c: blue color
element
TS

weather conditions
impact for ATFM
TS in TAF but CB doesn’t exist
The aircraft approaching the airport may
around aerodrome
deviate from the standard course.
Additionally, the criteria of visibility, ceiling and snow are set according to the characteristics weather, climate or approach procedures etc. - of the airport (refer to table 1).
（2）Sector
a: red color
element
CB

weather conditions
The proportion occupied with CB
(top≥FL300) in the sector ≥ 50%

impact for ATFM
Because of the air route adjustment
before the airplane depart, the possibility
of the air traffic flow disturbance is very
high.
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b: yellow color
element
weather conditions
CB
CB exists on the selected air ways or
selected area
The proportion occupied with CB
(top≥FL300) in the sector ≥ 20%

c: blue color
element
CB
Turbulence

4.
4.1

weather conditions
The proportion occupied with CB
(top≥FL300) in the sector ≥10%
moderate to severe turbulence is
forecasted above FL180 in the sector

impact for ATFM
If CB exists on the selected airways,
many aircrafts may deviate or change the
route.
The possibility of the air traffic flow
disturbance is high, because of deviation
or altitude change, and so on.

impact for ATFM
The possibility of the air traffic flow
disturbance is a little high because of
deviation.
The possibility of the air traffic flow
disturbance is a little high because of
altitude change.

OPERATION
The automation of the task

There are numerous criteria to check. It is difficult to do all the task by hand, in limited time. So we
utilize a system that automatically checks the criteria against weather conditions, which are predicted
by numerical weather prediction and Aerodrome sequential forecast issued at airports. Nevertheless,
not all the criteria are checked automatically. Elements that could be checked automatically referring
to Aerodrome sequential forecast is about 70% of all the criteria.
Elements that could be checked automatically referring to numerical weather prediction is about 5%
of the entire criteria. In the actual operation we shall examine both elements that are checked
automatically, and operated by hand by referring to various numerical weather prediction data and
observation data.
4.2

Flow of task

The flow of task to make the ATMet category forecast is as follows.
1) Comes the data which are checked automatically by Aerodrome sequential
forecast or numerical weather prediction on about 50min every hour.
2) Start the application.
3) Examine whether to adopt the elements which are checked automatically by
Aerodrome sequential forecast or not.
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4) Examine whether to adopt the elements which are checked automatically by
numerical weather prediction or not and examine the elements which are checked
by hand.
5) Issue until 15min every hour (except 14~16UTC)
4.3

Image of application

The image of application is shown on Figure2. The right side of the screen is checked by Aerodrome
sequential forecast and numerical weather prediction. Elements issued previously remain on the left
screen. If the forecast doesn't change, the officer has only to deal with the one hour that is added
newly. The officer inputs the result of the examination on the left screen.

Figure 2. The image of application which makes the ATMet category forecast
Left side: input by the officer.
Right side: checked automatically by Aerodrome sequential forecast and numerical weather prediction
5.

OUTLOOK

The outlook of the ATMet category forecast is as follows.
•

To be free from human subjectivity, it is ideal that all weather conditions can be
checked automatically by Aerodrome sequential forecast or numerical weather
prediction.

•

There is a problem of how to determine ATMet forecast criteria for airports that have
little traffic to be managed.
In the following airports - RJGG, RJBB, RJFF, ROAH - the amount of air traffic to
be managed is little, so the same criteria as RJAA are applied.

B LU E

YELLO W

R ED

color code

target
area

C B in H A N ED A sector

w ind speed at surface ≧ 30kt
and
w ind speed below 5000ft ≧ 50kt

w ind speed at surface ≧ 30kt
and
w ind speed below 5000ft ≧ 60kt

ceiling ＜ 200ft

visibility ＜ 600m

ＲＪＴＴ
w ind speed ≧ 40kt

ＲＪＧＧ ＲＪＢＢ ＲＪＦＦＲO A H

w ind speed ≧ 34kt
w ith
gust ≧ 50kt

TS
ceiling ＜ 200ft

TS in TA F but C B doesn't exist in the aerodrom e

m oderate or heavy snow
C B in N A R ITA sector

w ind speed below 3000ft ≧ 50kt

crossw ind com ponent to runw ay ≧ 25kt
crossw ind com ponent to runw ay ≧ 20kt
w ith
m oderate or heavy precipitation

w ind speed below 3000ft ≧ 60kt

TS O H D

visibility ＜ 400m

crossw ind com ponent to runw ay ≧ 25kt
w ith
m oderate or heavy precipitation

crossw ind com ponent to runw ay ≧ 30kt

snow fallrate ≧ 1cm /1h

ＲＪＡＡ

ceiling ＜ 200ft

w ind speed ≧ 20kt w ith snow

snow fallrate ≧ 3cm /3h
w hen
w ind direction 250〜110°

visibility ＜ 400m
visibility ＜ 1600m w ith snow
ceiling ＜ 600ft w ith snow

snow fallrate ≧ 2cm /3h
w hen
w ind direction 120〜240°

snow fallrate ≧ 5cm /3h

visibility ＜ 800m w ith snow
ceiling ＜ 400ft w ith snow
blow ing snow

ＲＪＣＣ

Table1. The criteria for A TM et category forecast.The w eather conditions are
converted into color code.

m oderate to severe turbulence above FL180

the proportion occupied w ith C B (top ≧ FL300) in
the sector ≧ 10%

the proportion occupied w ith C B (top ≧ FL300) in
the sector ≧ 20％

C B exists on selected airw ay or on selected area

the proportion occupied w ith C B (top ≧ FL300) in
the sector ≧ 50%

A TC S EC TO R
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